Reactive Reserve Check (RRC) Updates
What is changing - New
What is changing - **New**
What is changing - New

**eDART ticket listed as Unavailable and SE MVAR is not 0**

**Condition:**
- Whenever eDART identifies a facility as unavailable, but the PJM EMS SE MVAR output which would indicate that the facility is in-service.

**Mismatch between eDART AVR and EMS AVR**

**Conditions:**
- Whenever an eDART AVR ticket exists, but the PJM EMS has the AVR in AUTO (automatic) mode.
- Whenever no eDART AVR ticket exists, but the PJM EMS has the AVR in Manual mode.

**Future or Retired Equipment**

**Conditions:**
- Whenever a facility is marked as retired in the eDART database.
- Whenever a facility is marked as future in the eDART database.
RRC flow chart

Normal Operations (self check)

- Review Company MVAR Reserve Data
  - Is the MVAR Reserve Data correct?
    - Yes: Enter correct values
    - No: Contact: RRCHelp@pjm.com

RRC In-Progress

- Are the MVAR Reserve Values correct?
  - Yes: "Acknowledge" the MVAR Reserve Values & Submit
  - No: No Additional Action Required

Post-RRC

- Are there any issues?
  - Yes: Report Issues
  - No: Follow-up with PJM *

* If the issues involve reserve discrepancies - please contact PJM Dispatch
* If issues involve XML upload, missing units or process questions, please contact: RRCHelp@pjm.com

Review Report

No Additional Action Required

Follow-up with PJM *